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22nd Dec 2014 

General Studies – 1 

Topic: Resources, Poverty and Developmental issues; (you can also link to Paper – 3 topic on 
Government Policies and their effect) 

Q1) Critically discuss the problems faced by cotton cultivators in India. How does the centre 
and state governments have sought to address these problems? 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

The bumper harvest in cotton this year has not translated into higher incomes for farmers 
mainly due to the global fall in cotton prices. The new government had also hiked petrol 
prices by 14.1% after coming to power. Therefore, the cost of inputs had risen during the 
initial sowing period in June-July. 

The lack of demand for cotton yarn has been mainly due to changes in Chinese 
government‟s insistence that local mills use more of home-grown cotton. The government‟s 
decision to do away with cotton yarn export benefits under the focus market scheme, to 
reduce our dependence on China and explore new markets, has also hit exports. 
Domestically, cotton faces competition from synthetic yarn which is much cheaper and can 
be imported at lower prices 

The Centre has directed the Cotton Corporation of India (CCI) to start procuring cotton if 
prices fall below the MSP. CCI has opened 300 centers for market intervention and also 
started organizing storage capacities. The Gujarat government has recently announced a Rs. 
1,100 crore to waive half of the power bills and interest on agriculture loans. The Karnataka 
government is planning to introduce a Karnataka Cotton Bill which makes seed companies 
liable for compensation in case of crop failure or supply of spurious Bt-cotton seeds. 

Although these steps are commendable, the government needs to ensure that newer avenues 
of export are quickly found, in addition to raising the MSP for cotton. Higher trade tariffs on 
import on synthetic yarn may also be implemented as well as ensuring that easier lines of 
credit from banks are available for farmers.  

General Studies – 2 

Topic: Functions and responsibilities of various Constitutional Bodies 

Q2) Comment why the Election Commission of India has failed to curb the flow of illegal 
money during elections. Also examine how this illegal money has cast its shadow on India‟s 
democratic credentials. 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/price-fall-spells-doom-for-saurashtra-cotton-farmers/article6714138.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/crony-capitalism-running-india-quraishi/article6714135.ece
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One of the biggest problem being faced by Indian politics is criminalization and use of 

corrupt money sources in election process. This criminalization and massive use of money is 

driven by desire to win the elections and after win the candidates try to 'recoup' their 

investments by illegal and disastrous consequences for delivery of public goods. 

ECI has been completely ineffective in curbing flow of illegal money in elections due to 

1. Use of massive illegal funding by political parties which is carried in innovative ways, 

making it difficult to catch for already overstretched administration under ECI. 

2. State funding of political parties is not prevalent as in other countries like Germany, 

Sweden making political parties depend on winnable candidates who can spend money on 

their own this has disastrous consequences on selection of right candidates 

3. ECI has little power before declaration of MCC which limits its action to few weeks which 

are not enough to conduct free and fair elections in India - candidates and winners disregard 

ECI as minor nuisance for few weeks without any teeth 

Illegal money combined with criminalization of Indian politics is casting long shadow on the 

democratic credentials of India. Acc to latest research more than 35% of legislators in state 

like Bihar and UP have outstanding criminal records. In latest general elections largest ever 

number of millionaires have been elected this is making Indian politics exclusivist and away 

from common people. 

Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed and developing countries on India’s interests, 

Q3) It is said that the US Fed will start raising interest rates, whereas the European and 
Japanese central banks are likely to increase liquidity. In this scenario, examine how these 
policies would affect India and other developing countries. 

Business Standard 

Ans 

In the context of Indian economy in general and the markets in particular,the foreign 
investors play a significant role.The signals given by the Fed indicate a rise in the rates 
which is pointing towards a gradual recovery of the US economy. 

It is expected that the bourses of EMEs will see some pull out of hot money and also the fact 
that the crude prices are falling and the upcoming christmas vacations will add to the flight 
in the short term. 

However the Indian markets are not expected to take the hit as much as other developing 
countries because of the positive market sentiments that have translated to take the indexes 
to new highs. 

Although corrections are expected but it shouldn't be taken as a negative as it gives domestic 
investors plenty of viable entry positions. The other concern would be of the dollar getting 
stronger in the near term but with the renewed emphasis on Indian exports and the also the 
softening in oil prices the rupee can stabilise in the 58-64 band. 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/abheek-barua-bidisha-ganguly-a-glimpse-of-things-to-come-114122100569_1.html
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Legislation in the form of Insurable bill, GST and the coal auctions will cheer up the 
domestic investors and help to counter the foreign capital outflow expected in the near 
future. Also the the sluggish growths in the European and Japanese markets will bring in 
money from those markets.However China and other developing countries could see a 
slower growth and southern currencies may feel the heat.: 

 

Topic: Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre and States and the 
performance of these schemes; Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre 
and States and the 
performance of these schemes; mechanisms, laws, institutions and Bodies constituted for the 
protection and betterment of these vulnerable sections.  

Q4) Do you think the Jago Grahak Jago initiative which was started in 2005, is still relevant 
today? Examine why and explain what amendments this campaign needs. 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

jago grahak jago is bastion of consumer awareness programme that was a huge hit among 
the householders and retail consumers. It made them aware about their rights and protected 
them from any future frauds. 

It is still relevant today as the awareness programmens need to be sustained on a continuous 
basis. There are still large chunk of people that are becoming aware day by day, more people 
are getting literate and educate day by day. More types of businesss are entering the human 
fold which increases their vulnerability. Hence not only jago grahak jago is essential and 
holds importance today rather more such campaigns are a necessity. 

However there needs to be changes according to time and necessities of the consumer 

-focus more on fraudulent practice that directly affects the consumer rather giving a general 
view 
-should use all forms of media to ramp up the the awarenes programme 
-frequency should be increased 
-innovative methods should be used to attract the attention of consumer towards it, as after 
sometime consumer feels sick of similar campaigns and ignores them 
-use of street plays and urging school children to perform at public places, that will help 
twin peuposes, enhance the consumer awareness as well educate the children and make the 
future if the country bright 
-include the activity in the CSR 
-include civil society and NGO in planning and implementation od such schemes 

Q5) According to an official date prepared by the Insurance Regulatory and Development 
Authority, only 17 per cent of Indians had health insurance covers as on march 2014. 
Critically examine its implications, why most Indians do not have health insurance cover 
and the role of government in ensuring it. 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/government-to-revamp-jago-grahak-jago-campaign-114121600899_1.html
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The Hindu 

Ans: 

Reasons for low insurance coverage of the population, at 17% 

1. Low Income: More than 50% of the population in India has an income just sufficient to 
meet their expenditures, leaving them with little savings that can be invested in Health 
Insurance 

2. Low awareness: As a culture, people in India, especially those outside the metropolitan 
cities, attach minimal importance to a health insurance and prefer investing the same 
amount elsewhere 

3. Low Return: In recent years insurance has become synonymous with investment due to 
the way banks have been pitching it to increase the numbers. Compared to the real 
„investment‟ options of the market, insurance offers lesser return 

4. Prevalent Frauds: With increasing number of frauds in the insurance sector, people are 
apprehensive of taking a health insurance 

Implications of low insurance coverage: 

1. Increased mortality: Since people are not able to afford treatment for a medical 
emergency, especially the ones from low income backgrounds, they are left untreated and 
eventually die 

2. Limited capital flow: The insurance sector is earning income from a limited base, i.e. 17% 
of the population. On the other hand, with rising health issues, the claims it has to settle are 
rising. Therefore to maintain its revenue, it as to charge a higher premium, which further 
dissuades people from enrolling into health insurance programmes. 

Steps government can take to encourage insurance coverage: 

1. Through schemes like insurance vouchers or direct benefit transfer or even direct 
insurance, it can cover the health insurance of people below poverty line 

2. Increase awareness through marketing, active citizen engagement, campaigns, etc 

3. Steps to reduce frauds in the Insurance sector and put in place an effective grievance 
redressal mechanism for those subjected to fraud 

4. Link insurance cover to the Financial Inclusion drive undertaken by the Government 

 

Topic: Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors and issues arising 
out of their design and implementation. 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/just-17-of-indians-have-health-coverage/article6714123.ece
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Q6) According to an official survey (NSSO) little over half of India‟s agricultural households 
were in debt, with 40 per cent of the dues from non-institutional lenders, during agricultural 
year 2012-13 (July to June). In the light of this survey, critically examine the nature of rural 
and farm credit in India, and the reasons for high debt. 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

Nature of Rural and Farm credit in India 

1. Informal: Most of the debt extended to rural farmers is by informal money lenders or non-
institutional organizations. Reason is the lack of documentation and adequate identity proof 
or mortgage ability or credibility to get a loan from the bank. Enhancing this is the low 
presence of banks in rural areas because of small scale of operations. 

2. Costly and exploitative: Loans are extended at high, unregulated rates and often come 
with unreasonable terms and conditions 

3. Short-term: Credit extended is usually for short term, renewed further at a higher rate of 
interest. This also adds volatility to the credit availed 

4. Community lending: To gain independence and avoid exploitative money lenders, groups 
like the Self Help Groups are rising in number, following the principles of lending based on 
community and group trust 

Despite the aforementioned constraining nature of the credit, there is a high level of debt in 
rural areas because of the following reasons: 

1. Low Income: Mostly agricultural farmers, the rural economy is prey to the fluctuations of 
the monsoons and hence off-seasons depend on loans to meet their ends 

2. High cost of input: The capital required to set production in motion is high and in the 
absence of Government benefits reaching the people, they are compelled to take informal 
loan and further get indebted 

3. The loan trap: Loan borrowed at a high interest rate creates defaulters, and since they 
have no asset to repay the loan with, they further taken a loan o repay the previous loan; 
thereby getting in a loan trap 

4. Higher Expenditure 
a. Changing Aspirations: With greater exposure to benefits of technology and education, the 
expenditure of rural people is increasing without a proportionate increase in income, 
thereby leading to debt 
b. Living conditions: The living conditions of the rural economy, without proper health and 
sanitation facilities, leads to a high expenditure on meeting medical contingencies further 
leading to debt 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/half-of-farm-households-in-debt-114122200074_1.html
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General Studies – 3 

Topic: Changes in industrial policy and their effects on industrial growth 

Q7) The slow implementation and poor performance of of Special Economic Zones (SEZs) 
has been blamed on the imposition of high minimum alternate tax (MAT) and dividend 
distribution tax (DDT). What do you understand by these two types of taxes? Do you think 
they should be reduced? Justify. 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

MAT or minimum alternate tax was introduced to make high income companies pay tax 
that were making high profits and declaring high dividends to shareholders but not paying 
taxes due to no significant taxable income because of benefits, exemtions, deductions and 
incentives. 

DDT or dividend distribution tax was similarly imposed to make comapny pay taxes that 
though making huge profits but showed no taxable incomes as these incomes went away in 
dividend distribution to shareholders. 

investing companies demand removal of both the taxes and say it affects their internal 
functioning. however its immoral to work in a country and evade taxes by using deception. 
taxes should be paid. this reasons for the sustenance of both the taxes. 

however considering India needs the investments badly and needs to ramp up 
manufacturing and revive the SEZs and kindle up NIMZs as a part of 'MAKE IN INDIA' 
campaign, these can be reduced to such levels that strikes a healthy balance between 
company' needs and government‟s claims. 

 

 

 

Topic: Conservation, environmental pollution and degradation 

Q8) Critically examine why there is an increase in instances of  the number of carnivores 
attacking humans and domestic animals in and around some of India‟s forest regions. 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Human-Animal Conflict is on rise throughout India, be it national park or villages adjoining 

the forest. The increasing intensity of large cats attacking cattle has drawn attention to the 

increasingly dominant role that anthropogenic factors are playing in modifying natural 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/govt-may-more-than-halve-mat-on-sezs-114122200047_1.html
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/connection-seen-between-cattle-grazing-and-carnivore-attacks/article6714619.ece
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landscapes. Instances of Carnivorous attacks is on rise due to: 

a) Demarcation Problem: Clear demarcation of forest region or sanctuaries is absent in India 

and there is litlle or no fencing. This leads to unchecked grazing and interference of villagers 

and cattle into the sanctuary area and gives rise to human-animal conflict. 

b) Habitat Depletion: With depleting habitat and forest cover, carnivore are often forced to 

look for food and water in outer regions. In national parks, generally the core or 

undisturbed areas are dominated by bigger and young carnivorous thus weaker carnivorous 

animals pushed to outer areas with lesser prey. 

c) Absense of stringent laws: Forest produce collection like tendu leaves, mahua, firewood 

are still done in many areas of forest, which leads to encounter of carnivorous animals. Less 

and selective enforcement of law by forest officials results in many problems. 

d) Decrease in number of preys: The decreasing greenery leads to decrease of herbivorous 

animals. Hence their populations of prey decreases and carnivorous dependent on them are 

forced to lurk upon cattles. 

e) Unsatisfactory resettlement plans: The government does not help people living in these 

areas so well. Many communities of grazers rely on a steady supply of grass for their cattle 

and are forced to take such risks in absence of pastures, leading to frequent attacks. 

To prevent such attacks from occurring the state administration must seek the help of forest 

officials. Rapid deforestation must be stopped. And a buffer zone between a forest area and 

human settlement must be respected. Places where attacks do occur must be properly 

fenced. The government must show initiative in providing better opportunities and 

packages to these marginalized communities. 

 

 

Q9) Massive coral bleaching is under way in many part of the world thanks to various 
factors. Examine these factors and explain the consequences of coral bleaching. 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Coral Bleaching, which refers to the coral polyps losing their color and becoming white, 
takes place under conditions in which zooxanthallea, the algae that imparts color to the 
corals, cannot survive. Such conditions often find their roots in the process of global 
warming and manifests in the following forms: 

1. Increased (most commonly), or reduced water temperatures in which the zooxanthallea, 
the algae that gives color to the corals, can‟t survive 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/coral-bleaching-in-pacific-may-become-worst-dieoff-in-20-years/article6714110.ece
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2. Overfishing and global warming also depletes the water of the micro organisms on which 
the zooxanthallae feed, thereby killing them. The drastic reduction in micro organisms also 
leads to death of corals (formation of coral reefs) because corals also feed on them 

3. Increased industrialization also changes the water composition (salinity, acidification, 
bacterial levels etc) which in turn makes the conditions unsuitable for survival of 
zooxanthallea, leading to Coral bleaching 

Since Coral Bleaching is nothing but a reflection of growing global warming, it has the 
following consequences: 

1. Increased bleaching would indicate an eventual extinction of coral polyps which form the 
basis of the food chain, and thereby disturbing the entire food chain 

2. Consistently rising sea levels, also indicated by rising Coral Bleaching, will subsume the 
coastal regions and the resources therein 

3. Eventual fading away of coral reefs, which are home to more than 25% of the ocean life 

4. Change in the ocean salinity, which will trigger a chain of events impacting human life, 
including ocean currents and atmospheric pressure too 

Topic: Effects of liberalization on the economy 

Q10) “Leaving all decisions to markets results in grave inequalities.” Do you think the free 
market model has failed? Critically analyse. 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

In India, the top 10% rich control the 49 % of the resources. India is not a market economy in 
true sense. However it is still a phenomenon in other developed countries where the top 
strata of the population controls most of the wealth. 
Leaving all the decision to the demand and supply mechanism has its advantages and 
disadvantages of its own. 

Advantages: 
-fair play mechanism where market takes care of the demand and supply aspect 
-minimum state intervention hence less chances of corruption 
-cost effective and globalization brings all the benefits to modern technology, out-
sourcing,and other best practices in industry and services. 
-competition encourages better and faster growth. 

Disadvantages: 
-All the above advantages may result to grave inequalities between the rich and the poor as 
everything is treated as market commodities. 
-A person born poor remains poor as he doesn't get the chances to excel due to poor state 
intervention. So there is a vicious cycle of poverty transmitted from one generation to the 
another. 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/free-market-model-has-failed/article6714136.ece
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Hence it is notable that free market has led to inequalities. The extent of failure may vary 
from country to country such as in India the inequality is grave and in developed countries 
it can be managed with minimum state interventions as in USA. 
Hence the idea is to maintain a balance between the extreme right and the extreme left and 
follow a mixed economy where there is sufficient market factor and government 
intervention such that masses can live in "Shared Prosperity". 

 

Topic: basics of cyber security 

Q11) What do you understand by Cyber vandalism? Examine how is it different from Cyber 
warfare. 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Cyber vandalism is an act of editing the data in electronic form on a  computer system in a 
malicious manner which is intentionally disruptive. It is editing, adding , removing or 
modifying the nonsensical, humorous or other content that may be seen as derogatory, 
humiliating or offensive.  
Examples - 
1)The defacing of the Indian government websites by hackers. 
2)Defacing Social media content , spreading false and fraudulent information or pictures 
about somebody. 
3)The alleged attack on the Sony networks in US against the launch of a comedy movie "The 
Interview" by North Korea. 

Cyber Warfare is politically motivated act of espionage and sabotage on the computer 
systems and networks.  
Examples - 
Sabotage - 
1)Malware Stuxnet attack on the Iran nuclear facility by US-Israel. 
2)Blowing of a gas pipeline allegedly by Russia by hacking into the computer network and 
controlling the pressure in the pipelines. 

Espionage - 
US surveillance system of "Prism" covering majority of the internet - collating and analyzing 
sensitive and classified data of other  countries without their knowledge. 

Cyber vandalism would be an infringement on personal rights, freedom and liberties of an 
individual or organization and is considered as a minor breach or cyber threat when 
compared to Cyber warfare which compromises the national security of any country. 

General Studies – 4 

Q12) Is it ethical to imprison human beings who have committed wrongs? Is the 
punishment only way to correct wrongdoers?  Critically analyse. 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-international/n-korea-guilty-of-cyber-vandalism-obama/article6714121.ece
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The Hindu (Link has nothing to do with the question directly, but might make you think!) 

Ans: 

Punishment is one of the way to reform people. It indicates that certain behaviour will not 
be tolerated in society and one must conform to the rules of society for the greater good of 
society. 

Imprisonment, a form of punishment, is based on following premises 
1) Isolation of accused from society to avoid repeat of the criminal act. 

2) Retribution - By taking away freedom of free space, vocation and other rights , inherent 
values of accused is taken away, which is the price for breaking the laws of society. 
3) Justice - It provides justice for the mental, physical, economic and social problem 
undergone by the victim. 
4) Reform - Imprisonment provides time to rethink ones behaviour and reform his 
behaviour according to social norms of the time. 
5) Deterrence to upcoming crimes 

Punishment is not only way to correct wrong doings. Love and acceptance, penance, and 
reform houses are other options. Though these options seems quite lofty, but are ineffective 
in practice if the criminal does not repent his crime. Also, crime done due to circumstances, 
temporary insanity, societal pressure or threat to life need not be punished by 
imprisonment. Also, crimes by minor should not be punished by imprisonment as it will 
morph his understanding of the society and leave an indeliable impression on him. 

Thus, there is a need of balance to provide psychological support and rehabilitation with 
lesser degree of punishment like social work for lesser crimes while harsher punishment like 
imprisonment for harsher crimes and repeat offenders. After all the purpose of punishment 
is reform and rehabilitation of offender in the society. 

 

 

23rd Dec 2014 

General Studies – 1 

Topic: NCERT Modern History (First Five Chapters) 

Q1) “Social Reform in India did not ordinarily mean, as it did in the West, a reorganisation 
of the entire structure of society with a view to the alleviation of the conditions of the 
underprivileged; rather, it meant the infusion into the existing social structure of newer 
ways of life and modes of behaviour.” In the light of the statement critically comment on the 
statement and also explain which Western ideas influenced social reforms of the nineteenth 
century in India. (200 Words) 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/tp-newdelhi/4500-tihar-inmates-to-get-insurance-cover/article6714348.ece
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Reference: 
http://www.epw.in/system/files/pdf/1965_17/38/nationalism_and_social_reform_in_ind
ia.pdf 

Ans: 

Social reforms is a term which gained currency in India during nineteenth century on the 
backdrop of reorganising India as a whole against British, it was observed that India and her 
citizens were divided by economic situation, caste, religion, beliefs, obscure inhumane 
practices like Sati, Child marriage, jauhar, female infanticide, female illiteracy, 
untouchability. 

In order to bring uniformity and rationalism among general populace, Social reform 
movements started by intelligentsia. While if we compare the idea of Western reformers 
who were influenced by Renaissance and Enlightenment era ideologies considered Social 
Reform as injecting a new way of life practices to bring modernity and behavioural changes 
so as to make citizens enjoy economic benefit, industrial boom of nation equally. Social 
reforms in western were heavily dominated by Economists ideas rather than humanitarian. 
Economists like Maynard Kaenes gave the idea public goods, public reforms to bring social 
orders. 

India‟s Social reforms were also affected by western ideas in following ways: 

1. Demand for public goods and fundamental freedom by Indian populations on the line of 
contemporary European political and social reforms. 

2. Demand for universal suffarage started since 1909 with Minto-Morley Reform. But 
Britishers used it to their gain by providing Communal electorates. 

3. Law for lowering age of consent and marriage. 

Hence western ideas made Indians more aware about bare minimum rights and status a 
human must attain and a struggle to attain it through social reform movement is right of 
every human. 

 

Q2) What do you understand by  replacement levels of fertility? Should India attain it? 
Explain why. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Replacement level of Fertility is a situation where if a population grows at that rate will lead 

to no population growth. For Replacement level of Fertility, Total Fertility Rate should be 2.1 

i.e. on an average a female in her reproductive year give birth to 2.1 live children 

nationwide. Earlier based on the NSSO surveys and 3 decades Population census, it was 

estimated that India may reach the magic number of Replacement Level by 2035 but, seeing 

http://www.epw.in/system/files/pdf/1965_17/38/nationalism_and_social_reform_in_india.pdf
http://www.epw.in/system/files/pdf/1965_17/38/nationalism_and_social_reform_in_india.pdf
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/india-to-reach-replacement-levels-of-fertility-by-2020/article6717596.ece
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the current trend, it is expected to reach it around 2020 which is good news as it will control 

populations. 

Yes, India must attain Replacement Level of Fertility soon and in positive way: 

1. It will lead to population control, which is the major reason of misery and environment 

over-exploitation around the world. 

2. It will lead to economic prosperity among families as the size will be small. 

3. It will lead to healthy population, as focus of parents will be only on 2 children as 

compared to many in olden days. 

4. It will lead to skill labour force in future, as govt can provide good education, skill 

training to a controlled population. 

5. It will ensure that all govt schemes, and plans will work out properly in future, because 

there will be no factor for populations growth for later years. 

6. Environmental protections and measures, will be more effective and long term. 

Environment is worst affected by population explosion. 

7. In rural areas, poor people will be most benefited with better health care, better land share 

and more budgets for their agriculture or primary activities. 

8. Administering people and stopping migration will be easy. 

9. India can realise its dream to be a progressive developed country soon. 

Hence, achieving Replace level of fertility is a win-win situation for Government as well as 

citizens. 

General Studies - 2 

Q3) Why some states are given special status by the Union government? Examine the 
criteria stipulated to get the special status and its benefits. Do you think this mechanism is 
antithetical to federalism? Comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

The Gadgil Mukherjee formula for devolution of central assistance to states earmarked 30 
percent of the funds to special category states, i.e. states which intrinsically are hindered 
from achieving financial viability, or need additional funds because of extrinsic factors, and 
for the need of achieving regional balance in development. 
It proposed the following criteria for special category states, 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/no-special-status-for-ap/article6717586.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/special-status-demand-from-several-states-rao-inderjit/article6717609.ece
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hilly and difficult terrain; low population density; strategic location along international 
borders; economic backwardness; and non-viable State finances. 

The National Development Council accords the special category status to various states. 

A special category state has the following benefits, 
1. As against central assistance of 30% grant, and 70% loan, special category states get it as 
90% grant, and 10% loan. 
2. Special category states get favoured treatment from the Finance Commision with respect 
to devolution of central tax revenues. 

But, this formulation is has been criticized as favouring certain states as against the others, 
and incentives poor performance as there is no incentive to shore up the state finances, 
develop additional sources of revenue or efficient performance. 

Recently, the Raghuram rajan report developed a multi dimentional criteria for allocation of 
these additional resources, which is based on the performance of the states. But that too has 
come under criticism for being to vague and liable to political manipulation. 

Special category status may be granted to the states to attain regional balance in 
development parameters, but the responsibility should be of the states themselves, with 
performance linked incentives granted by the centre, in a clear and transparent manner. 

 

Topic: Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors and issues arising 
out of their design and implementation. 

Q4) The 70th report on the “Situation of Agricultural Households in India”, released by the 
National Sample Survey Organisation (NSSO), reveals that much is wrong with Indian 
farmers‟ economic status, despite several programmes being run by the government to raise 
their incomes. Critically comment on some of  the highlights of this survey. (200 Words) 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

The report given by the NSSO gives the record of the plight of the Indian farmers economic 
status, some of the highlights of report are: 
1 Too much dependence on the informal credits through the moneylenders at high rate of 
interest inspite of the governments effort to provide banks and financial institution's services 
at door steps of the farmers. These services come at the cost of time delays and strict norms. 
2 Huge losses are incurred at time of crop failure as no insurance coverage have been taken 
by the farmers. 95% of the paddy and 99% of the sugarcane growers do not insure their 
crops. Moreover they sell their crops to non-governmental agencies further increasing the 
risk of loss. 
3 Man of the farmers are unaware about the minimum support price(MSP) and procurement 
operations 
4 Small landholders are devoid of MNREGA job cards who need them the most. 
5 A decrease in the number of the people engaged in agricultural activities has been 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/flaws-in-policy-114122201066_1.html
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observed in last decade might be due to job opportunities in other sectors which further 
indicates the health of the agriculture sector. 

Better implementation of the government's agricultural development and social welfare 
schemes along with the awareness among the farmers is the need of the hour to strengthen 
this sector and safeguard the interests of the Indian farmers. 

 

Topic: Parliament and State Legislatures – structure, functioning, conduct of business, powers & 
privileges and issues arising out of these 

Q5) Can the incumbent government at the Centre pass an ordinance on a bill when the 
Parliament is session and when the bill in question is pending before the House? Does this 
„backdoor‟ promulgation  of ordinances on important bills bode well for democracy? 
Critically comment. (150 Words) 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

An ordiance cannot be passed during the session of parliament, but a pending bill has no 
affect on the passage of the ordinance. 

The ordinance making powers of the president, under Article 123, were formulated with the 
intention that, when the parliament is not in session and immediate action is required, an 
ordinance may be resorted to. 

Sometime the immediate action may stem from the fact that impending circumstances 
require an action, or a logjam in the parliament prevents an important bill. It does not 
subvert legislative action in the long term as it has to be approved within 6 weeks of the first 
session of parliament. 

But using an ordinance to circumvent the very temple of democracy should not be a 
frequent occurrence. To prevent this situation, these challenging issues must be hammered 
out using out institutions, like the Inter State Council. The Puncchi commission report 
recommended for the same. 

This will ensure the true spirit of the ordinance is adhered to, and a parliamentary session 
may be put to better use. 

Q6) How does Constitution and the Supreme Court of India strives to correct the 
misbehaviour of judges?  Critically examine. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Our Constitution have given ample of power to President for the removal of Judiciary if 
found guilty of misbehavior or misappropriation of money recommended by 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/politics/govt-points-to-ordinance-route-for-crucial-bills-114122200851_1.html
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/strengthening-accountability/article6717564.ece
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committee(Supreme court judge, Chief Justice of High Court and a eminent jurist) through 
the parliamentary process. The Judiciary Enquiry Act 1968, regulates the procedure of 
removal of judges. 

Weakness of the current system-  
- If judge(SC/HC) found guilty by committee, then also it is not certain that judge could be 
removed. Justice V.Ramaswami was guilty recommended by committee but failed to acquire 
special majority(two third members present and voting) against him in the Lok Sabha. 
- Till yet thee judges found guilty by committee but failed to acquire special majority in 
either of the house. 
- Lack of transparency in investigation 
- Time limit of investigation is not set 

Need to do- 
- Parliament can form a statutory body to look in to matter and if found guilty then special 
majority is enough by either of the house. 
- Statutory should involve judiciary , member from tax department, and a eminent socialist. 
- Report of investigation should be displayed on official website 
- Maximum time limit of investigation should be in place. 

Recently, many cases came into picture of sexual harassment with the female colleague but 
none of been taken seriously.In addition, complain of retired judge also filed.New reforms 
should be taken into consideration and judgment should be given in to limited time frame. 

 

General Studies – 3 

Topic:Investment models; Industrial Policies 

Q7) Both public and private investments in an economy act as engines of growth, but public 
investment has become more important in post – economic crises years. Examine why and 
also compare and contrast how public investment has fared well vis a vis private investment 
post liberalization period in India. (200 Words) 

Business Standard 

Topic: Infrastructure: Energy 

Ans: 

Investment, either from public or private, spurs growth and thus development of an 
economy. However, with increasing globalisation which has led way for greater role of the 
market (liberalisation and privatisation) public investment has become more effective and 
sustainable than private investment, especially in the post-crisis period. Reasons for this are 
as following: 

1. Insulation from fluctuations: Private investment is driven by demand and supply and 
hence prone to the fluctuations of the market. In the wake of globalisation, these fluctuations 
have become trans-border and for the mistakes of one economy, other economies have to 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/companies/psus-investments-steadier-than-private-sector-114122200898_1.html
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face consequences as reflected in the 2008 economic crisis. Public investment on the other 
hand is more consistent. 

2. Additionally, public investment has helped recover economies from the financial shocks 
by investing in industries, creating employment, stimulating demand and thereby boosting 
private investment. 

In India, after liberalisation there has been greater deregulation and increased participation 
of the market forces in driving the economy. In such a scenario, public investment has fared 
better than private in the following ways, by acting complimentary to private investment 
than in competition to it: 

1. Social sector and externalities: Private investment goes to areas which return higher yield 
in terms of profits. Social sectors like education, sanitation, health, etc take a very long 
period to stary generating results and mostly not profit-generating. Hence public investment 
is needed in such sectors. 

Further such investment has a positive externality. For example- Educated youth forms 
more productive workforce, generating higher profits. Therefore, unlike private investment, 
public investment has a greater positive externality. 

2. It has created incentives for the private players (including the international ones) to invest 
in socially desirable sectors, which have high capital costs and long gestation periods, by 
creating the necessary supporting infrastructure. 

3. It has created responsive people-driven systems to avoid the concentration of wealth 
arising from market forces. This has ensured that ill-effects of liberalisation, like inequity 
and exploitation, don't set in. 

4. It has created infrastructure for mutually beneficial co-existence of the different players in 
the ma.rket, thereby maximising the end benefit accruing to the consumer. 

Thus in the era of liberalisation, public investment has been able to guide private investment 
in a manner such that economic growth and social development are balanced. 

 

Q8) If you are asked to suggest some measures to reform the coal and power sector, what 
would be your suggestion? Justify with examples. (150 Words) 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

For a developing country like India, energy security is very essential for continuance of its 

growth. Coal and power sectors are facing multitude of problems. There is an immediate 

need for reforms in these sectors. 

    The sectors face multiple issues like high regulation, shortage of supply, lack of 

competition, lack of innovation and hurdles due to laggard policy. The shortcoming can be 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/prabhu-led-panel-bats-for-opening-up-of-coal-sector-114122200355_1.html
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overcome by: 

a) Energy Linkages: Urgent action is required to link to coal mines to power plants which 

will reduce factor costs and ensure steady supply of coal. Permission for captive use of 

mines should be given directly to PSUs and coal operations should be divided into small 

activities to facilitate the entry of smaller players. 

b) One-stop Clearances: The bureaucratic red tape should be got rid of and environmental, 

forest clearances and land acquisition policies should be unified to ensure smooth working 

of start-ups. 

c) Transparency: As decided by the government the process of allocation should be 

transparent and digitized. E -auctions would promote participation of new players. The 

process should be more competitive and it should not be monopolized. 

d) Encouraging Innovation: To encourage new technologies for coal sector investment 

should be encouraged which would boost innovation. Administrative encouragement for 

renewable technologies would be beneficial in the long term. 

e) Limiting Distribution Loss: The lack of proper grids hinder power companies in 

distribution front and innovation for smart grids would bring down losses. 

f) Solving Structural Problems: The separate carriage and content method should be 

implemented and agricultural and residential lines needs to be separated to avoid misuse. 

This along with renovation of existing plants, strict implementation of laws to avoid 

wastage, awareness campaigns and an ever required focus on renewable energy would 

ensure that we will be in a lot better situation than now. 

 

Q9) The latest Census has revealed that only 28.5 per cent of households have reported LPG 
as their primary fuel for cooking, that too because of massive subsidy the government gives. 
Critically analyse if subsidies should be continued or not giving reasons. (200 Words) 

Business Standard 

General Studies – 4 

Ans: 

The primary purpose of subsidies is to insulate the common man from external market 
shocks and inflationary conditions. Especially for the poor who will otherwise be unable to 
meet their daily needs. 

But, as a lot of studies, recent being the study on LPG, show that the benefits of these 
subsidies mostly accrue to the rich. Most of them are distorted causing a heavy tax burden 
on the exchequer and use up resources which could be better spent on investment. 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/arunabha-ghosh-abhishek-jain-a-rs-12-000-crore-year-end-gift-114122201068_1.html
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Subsidies also distort the market price. Like the urea subsidy has decreased the market price 
to the lowest in the world, resulting in substantial smuggling of urea from India and 
destroying soil health. 

The LPG subsidy is available to all, but is least used by the poor, thus, this subsidy mostly 
accrues to the rich. 

Any reduction or removal of subsidy is a politically sensitive agenda and tied to vote bank 
politics. So, a dual and simultaneous approach of reducing subsidy and increasing 
investment should be followed, where the benefits of investment are clear and visible.  
Also, the subsidy, if any, should be better targeted and using new and innovative methods 
like the recent Jan Dhan yojana of direct benefit transfer. 

Topic:  moral and political attitudes 

Q10) Your friend is arguing that all minority communities in India should be converted to 
the religion practised by the majority community in India. He argues that if uniformity 
exists, there will be unity in the country. He is trying to persuade you to accept his views. 

Do you agree with his views? If not, how will you counter him? Critically comment. (150 
Words) 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Each person in india has the right to free speech 
and emphasize his reason, however coercion is not permissible. The constitution 
guarantees the right to free conscience as well as to profess any religion or 
not to. 

I personally do not agree with his views. Religion has 
nothing to do with unity or disunity. Arab countries are the example of it. Shia 
sunni divide is the most violent in an intra-religious sphere. The very motive 
of forming a muslim nation i.e. Pakistan fell apart when Bangladesh seceded and 
voices are heard of Baluchistan discontent. In india too, there is pervading 
divide between the various classes and castes that stamped on a child‟s birth. 

Unity of a country is a well build up phenomena consciously 
cultivated over a period. It defies religion race caste sex. The oneness comes 
from an innate feeling that one attaches emotionally when one toils hard for 
national purpose. 

However increasingly self interest and economics has 
overtaken the religious feeling when comes to unity. These examples I would 
site to overcome his arguments. 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/conversion-and-freedom-of-religion/article6717565.ece
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24 December 2014 

General Studies – 1 

Topic: Salient features of Indian Society; Secularism 

Q1).  “Secularism in word and deed is essential for India to achieve the super power status it 
craves for.” In the light of growing polarisation in Indian society, critically comment. (200 
Words) 

The Indian Express 

Ans: 

India is a secular nation with positive connotation toward religion. Unlike other European 
nation from where secularism is inspired in India constitution, India encourages, nurtures 
and supports all religions equally, This is to ensure that India will provide a fertile ground 
for religious harmony and brotherhood among citizens. But with the rise of growing 
regionalism politics and ideology of opposition party to destructively criticise ruling party is 
bad precedent. This leads to polarisation on the ground of regionalism, rich-poor divide, 
pro-industrialist vs pro-environmental agenda and most importantly communal. 

For achieving great success in economic development, minimising economic inequality and 
becoming a developed nation, India needs peace period within it‟s boundary so as to 
channelise nation‟s political energy toward developmental agendas. From time to time, 
definition of Secularism are twisted by politicians for their short term gain. Often citizens are 
also found to be in confusion state when issues are presented by media in half-cooked way. 
This leads to disharmony and disenchantement among people. Hence there must be 
sensitisation among politicians, media person and most importantly awareness among 
children about real meaning of Article 25 for Freedom of Religion and Secularism so that we 
can focus on nation building and moving toward dream of making India Vishwaguru in all 
aspects. 

 

Topic: NCERT World History Class XI 

Q2) How did the „discovery‟ of South America lead to the development of European 
colonialism and what consequences it had on South America and its people? Examine. (200 
Words) 

Theme 8 

Ans: 

Europe in 15th Century was marred by vast scale drought, bubonic plagues, communicable 

disease apart from autocracy and heavy hand of churches orthodox. During 1492 the 

spanish voyager Christopher Columbus sailed to west and inadverently found the America 

and from there Extensive European Colonization started. European conquest, large scale 

http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/held-back-by-hindutva/
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exploration of flora and fauna, minerals, industrial development in South America soon 

followed. 

Spain became the first European nation to setup its colonies around Carribean. Other 

powers like France and Netherland also followed soon and within 2 decades dramatic 

territorial expansion of several European colonies happend. Europe recovered from hunger, 

poverty and vast scale disease because of it‟s economic development, but worst sufferer 

were the native South Americans who were not having immunity for the diseases and 

customs european were bringing with them. Dramatic widespread exchange of animals, 

plants, culture, human populations as slaves, communicable diseases harmed native South 

Americans vastly. An estimate shows that whereever European explored the spread diseases 

like cholera and smallpox leading to death of millions of south americans whose immunity 

were not for such diseases since inception of mankind. Natives faced slavery, ceasing of 

their land, destroying their culture and livelihood. Vast scale silver mining also led to 

pollutions on those time. Hence for the personal gain of European‟s mother country South 

American suffered and lost their generations old culture and livelihood. 

Q3) Was Industrial Revolution, truly a „Revolution‟? Also comment on the connection 
between the Industrial Revolution in England and the French Revolution in France. 
(150  Words) 

Theme 9 

Ans: 

A revolution is said to have occurred in a society or a country has been large scale 
transformation in the political, social, economic and cultural conditions. The Industrial 
Revolution ( IR) was indeed a Revolution-: 
a) Feudal Polity was uprooted and gave way for more democratic political setups. Despotic 
monarchies were either uprooted or lost much of their power 
b) Rural character of society was changed into an urban one 
c)Before IR main backbone of the economy was agriculture. After IR industries became the 
major mainstay of economy. 
d)Joint family system collapsed and nuclear family system emerged. 
e) Strong Judeo-Christian tradition of European society lost its grip and New ideologies like 
Communism, socialism, liberalism etc became popular 
Hence, the impact of IR was in all the aspects of the society and hence it was a Revolution in 
true-est sense 

IR in England and the French Revolution: 
Owing to the IR in England, It became a major Industrial centre. English trade propsered 
due to new products produced by IR. IR led to emergence of new class of traders and 
reduced the power of the guilds. As a result , the economy of england flourished. 
On the other hand, The French economy was in poor shape. It was mostly agrariana nd no 
industries existed. Guilds had made trade and commerce difficult. Due to this French 
economy was in Bad shape.Seeing the success of IR in England, the French aspired to have 
similar success in France also and it became a major motivation to remove the Bourbon 
dynasty in the French Revolution 
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General Studies – 2 

Topic:  Issues relating to development; mechanisms, laws, institutions and Bodies constituted for the 
protection and betterment of vulnerable sections. 

Q4) “The overall impact of developmental projects on tribes has been often loss of 
livelihood, massive displacement and involuntary migration.” This is the conclusion drawn 
by the High-Level Committee on the Status of Tribals. In this light, critically examine how 
tribals are affected and what needs to be done to protect their interests. (200 Words) 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

Considering the fact that the tribals live in the areas of richest natural resources and forests, 
it is ironic that they are the most backward ethnic group in India. The poverty level among 
tribals is higher than the general population and many of them don‟t have access to basic 
economic assets such as transportation and communication. Various factor have contributed 
to this situation 

The push for industrialization in the Central-Indian tribal belt has resulted in mass- 
splacement of the tribals. Although the Apprentice Act was envisaged to bring about 
employment opportunities for the tribals, only a small percentage of the displaced tribals 
have actually benefited, especially since the privatization of the PSUs. Also, large-scale dam 
projects like the Sardar Sarovar in Gujarat, Maheshwar in MP, Polavaram in AP etc. have 
displaced millions of tribals. 

The High-Level Committee has made numerous recommendations such as exclusive mining 
rights for tribals, greater freedom for tribals to make decisions on land acquisition and other 
common property resources and, strict implementation of the new land law, Forest Rights 
Act and strengthening of the PESA. It has also proposed a complete overhaul of the legal 
constitutional regime by recommending that laws and policies enacted by the Parliament 
and state legislatures shouldn‟t be applied automatically in the Fifth Schedule areas. 

Although, these recommendations are progressive, the lack of political will to implement 
them, especially in the wake of greater push for industrialization by the present government, 
may become a major stumbling block. The government should ensure the distorted and 
over-exploitative capitalist sector doesn‟t end up in committing ethnocide by putting their 
economic and cultural survival at stake. 

Topic: Issues relating to development and management of Social Sector/Services relating to Health 

Q5) India spends about one per cent of its gross domestic product (GDP) on public health, 
compared with three per cent in China and 8.3 per cent in the United States. In recent years 
the allocation for health care budget has been reduced owing to fiscal strain. Analyse the 
implications of this policy and also critically comment if it‟s a prudent move to cut allocation 
to health sector to cut the fiscal deficit. (200 Words) 

Business Standard 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/tribals-worse-off-facing-alienation-says-high-level-panel-report-114122400075_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/reuters/india-slashes-health-budget-already-one-of-the-world-s-lowest-114122300776_1.html
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Ans: 

Diminishing allocation of budget towards public health is a cause of concern. Universal 
health coverage requires 3% of GDP to go towards health budget according to a panel 
headed by Srinath reddy. Restricting the budget to around 1% of GDP will pose serious 
problems. According to a study 70% of health expenditure of Indian household is met from 
his own purse. Govt support to the health of its citizens is minuscule when compared with 
that of other countries. So, less allocation to health will exhaust the purse of poor people and 
make them further poor. Already pathetic health infrastructure will not get the required 
succour. Total no. of sick leaves will swell leading to fall in industrial output,which will drag 
the economic growth backwards. Children end up being stunted and wasted. Women health 
indicators continue to remain in bad shape. It will be difficult to meet millineum 
development goals related to health. 

The move to trim health sector allocation in order to meet fiscal deficit targets is a myopic 
step. Healthy ways to cut fiscal deficit are to rationalise subsidies, to restrict imports of gold 
and oil, to boost exports, disinvestments, tax reforms such as GST etc. Cutting health 
expenditure will be suicidal in the sense that it will result in inefficient , mentally and 
physically unsound working population which results in reduced economic output. It also 
reduces savings with the people , resulting reduced investments. Thus , any move to cut 
allocation to health sector will badly affect fiscal health. 

Topic: Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements involving India and/or affecting 
India’s interests 

Q6) Many countries prefer regional trade agreements or bilateral preferential trade 
agreements (PTA) due to slow progress of WTO negotiations. Do you think PTAs touted as 
free trade agreements (FTA) are really free and fair? Critically analyse. (150 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Ans: 

WTO which was formed to resolve all disputes and provide a common platform for trade to 

all countries is trailing. For almost a decade since Doha meet, there was no significant 

achievement for WTO negotiations. In last meet, TFA was the major agreement agreed 

upon. To fill this gap, PTA are preferred by countries. 

PTA  are signed between few countries and all benefits and concessions are accrued by those 

members only. In such regional agreements, non participating members are discriminated 

and remained isolated from free trade principals and benefits. For this discriminatory and 

protectionist nature, PTA cann‟t provide long term solution to global economy. 

Since products from developing economies could not compete with the developed 

economies, so generally developing countries prefer PTA within their regions. But in this 

process, they also lagged behind in developing innovative and efficient markets. 

So in WTO negotiations, demands of the developing countries should be met and create a 
free and fair environment for all countries. Till then, regional agreements 

http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/give-and-trade/99/
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Topic: India and its neighborhood- relations. 

Q7) India is facing new maritime challenges in the Indian ocean. Examine these challenges 
and explain what should be India‟s strategy in addressing these challenges. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Ans: 

New Challenges in the Indian Ocean- 
China's presence in the IO, building military naval bases . 
China increasing cooperation with strategically important SL ,Maldives , Pakistan . 
China -US rivalry for dominance  
SOP theory 

Significance of Indian Ocean - 
If one See the map of South Asia upside down one would understand IO importance. 
Oil trade -60% of global trade 
SeSea lanes of communication and choke points. like strait of mallaca . 

India's strategy to revive the old IOZOP is outdated . 
India's strategy to address the IO maritime challenges  
1)Build its naval strength , rapidly modernize its navy , develop civilian  
maritime infrastructure and island territories .Undertake maritime  
operations across littoral states to expand capacity. 
2)Deepen bilateral , trilateral and multilateral military security cooperation with US and 
France in the Indian Ocean. 
3)Strengthen naval cooperation with maritime neighbors like SL , Maldives . Increase naval 
assistance and develop stronger relations with other island  
countries like Seychelles and Mauritius. 
4)Start maritime dialogue with China on IO. 
5)Expand its Multilateral-ism through forums like IO Rim Association and IO Naval 
Symposium. 

General Studies – 3 

Topic: Investment models; Infrastructure: Roads 

Q8) A recent audit report by the CAG on implementation of public-private partnership 
(PPP) projects in national highways has revealed some disturbing facts about governance in 
such projects and putting at disadvantage the end consumers. Critically examine with 
examples the lacunae in implementation of PPP projects and policies related to it. (200 
Words) 

Business Standard 

http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/the-great-game-folio-ocean-diplomacy/99/
http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/users-of-nine-highways-to-pay-rs-28-096-cr-extra-toll-cag-114122300857_1.html
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Ans: 

In the era of growth and innovation Public Private Partnership model holds key to 

development of infrastructure. However there is a flip side of the coin which shows certain 

gaps in policy and its regulation which is unduly taken advantage of by private partners. 

The recent audit report submitted by CAG on NHAI projects reveals few undesirable 

consequences. The various lacunae in the implementation of PPP are: 

a) Profit sharing: The private players don‟t share the profit properly with government 

resulting in revenue loss. The time duration to get back profit is also delayed. 

b) Allocation problems: The private companies follow a strategy to show less cost initially 

and to issue extra fund later for project completion. They also impose charges that were not 

part of the agreement initially. Extra burden on government accounts show the lack of 

foresight in allocation. 

c) Risk sharing: During market failure or any unavoidable crisis there is no renegotiation of 

contracts or compensation from the part of government where private players exit. Projects 

struck in various clearances escalate the costs of operation at later stages. 

d) Assessment and Delays: Over or under estimation of toll revenues and inefficient 

planning ends up giving extra concession. The limitation of CAG to regulate granting extra 

expense is limited. 

e) Quality monitoring: Performance monitoring is needed to ensure the good service 

delivery and compensating the user if it is not at a satisfactory level. 

These can be overcome by bringing few reforms in the PPP regulations. 

a) Recent introduction of 3P institutions to deal with grievances has to include renegotiating 

terms on uncertain situations. 

b) Reduction in the delays in clearance process by bringing transparency in the process and 

fixing clear time period. 

c) Fixing accountability on lack of quality delivery with better integration of policies to 

support the projects undertaken. 

Government should take proper actions and make sure these PPP models work in favor of 

public while not repelling private players to ensure proper growth of the model. 

Topic: Challenges to internal security through communication networks, role of media and social 
networking sites in internal security challenges, basics of cyber security 

Q9) Differentiate between cybercrime and cyberwarfare. It is said that cyberattackers have 
more advantages over agencies fighting cyberthreats. Examine these advantages. (150 
Words) 
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The Hindu 

Ans: 

Cybercrime refers to any act which is done by computer with intent to cause physical or 
mental harm to any individual such as stealing identities, violating privacy , stealing 
intellectual property rights, trade secrets, business plans of enterprises.  
Whereas Cyberwarfare is any act which is done with the intention of breaking down the 
countries social fabric , Defence System, Telecommunication Networks , Financial System 
etc. Motive of cyberwarfare is political in nature. 

Various advantages that Cyber attackers have over agencies fighting cyber threats are 
1. It is very hard to identify the identity of the person.With growing number of users and 
expanding access to internet it is very difficult to identify the person which increases 
frustation in investigating agency which in turn further the appeal of attacking. 
2.Cyber attackers need only one entry point to enter in the system while cybersecurity 
agencies have to gaurd the complete system. 
3.Investment by the companies in cybersecurity are very low because it does not provide 
any return on investment which provides attackers a easy way to attack on the system. 

General Studies – 4 

Topic: Essence, determinants and consequences of Ethics in human actions; dimensions of ethics; 
ethics in private and public relationships 

Q10) One of your friends is criticizing a move by a school which has asked its students to 
thank city traffic police for ensuring road safety. He says that it‟s anyway the job of the 
police and they are paid for this. According to him there is no need to be grateful to 
someone when they are doing  job for money. 

How will you counter the arguments of your friend? Also  examine the importance of 
gratitude in both private and public relationships. (250 Words) 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

The policeman employed for the road safety purpose 
has the duty to see the order in the traffic movement. He is also to protect 
the people for unwarranted road accidents and rash driving. One can say that 
one is not doing any favours on anyone by performing one‟s duty. He gets paid for it and 
must perform for what has 
been made for him. In this way my friend‟s argument is valid. 

But considering that one is doing such an important 
job, with such monotony, there deserves some praise. This increases one‟s 
morale, and motivates one to perform better with continuity. It creates a 
certain sense of belonging which one can identify with. Even if one didn‟t perform 
well, his duty, one will perform well after hearing the praise. This amounts to 
a utilitarian implication. 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/sonys-ominous-lesson/article6720899.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/tp-karnataka/children-thank-traffic-cops/article6721083.ece
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Gratitude occupies important place in human‟s heart. 
Each human craves for recognition and belonging and demands praise for his 
work. A simple one or two word has the power of lifting a person‟s morale 
immensely. 

Managers often use this as a non monetary incentive 
to enhance the performance of employees. A deserved praise from a superior 
eases the communication and builds trust in the hierarchy. It helps is better 
understanding of the forthcoming situations as he feels more belonged and gives 
more efforts. It is much helpful in group activity where collectivization is 
required. 

Personal relationships are the bonds of heart. A warm gesture that touches the senses makes 
the relationship sound and sustains it. It builds trust in the relationship enhances mutual 
understanding. 

hence gratitude remains an essential emotional expression in both public and private 
spheres. 

25th Dec 2014 

General Studies – 1 

Topic: population and associated issues 

Q1) The implications of a sustained shrinkage in the fertility rate are many and quite far-
reaching. Examine these implications. Also explain why is India witnessing a decline in 
fertility rates. (200 Words) 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

Positive implications of a falling fertility rate: 

1. It will allow India to reach peak population quicker than expected, at around 2020-22. 
2. With population control, come a host of other advantages. It is good for stability and the 
environment. 
3. This is especially important for a country like India with paucity of resources but an ever 
burgeoning demand. 

Negative implications of a falling fertility rate: 

1. India is currently undergoing a demographic transition. It is younger compared to the 
West and China. 

But the flailing quality of health, with an ever reducing budget, education and an acute 
shortage of jobs means that we are at a danger of throwing away this advantage. 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/development-challenges-114122400934_1.html
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When the current population is unable have a quality life and save for retirement, the 
burden to support them will fall on the next generation. And with falling fertility rates, the 
next generation will be smaller than the current one, with more burden on them. Thus, this 
might turn into a spiral to the bottom. 

Reasons for the fall in fertility rates: 

1. Female literacy is on a rise and is positively correlated with a decline in fertility rates. 
2. Cash incentives offered by states for female fertilization, which due to societal factors is 
more favoured that the simpler male vasectomy.  
3. Increasing prosperity and development of public health system reduce the need for a 
greater no. of children at old age for support. 

Thus, this is a welcome development, but can turn into a nightmare if we dont create 
enough jobs and improve current standards of education and public healthcare. 

 

Topic: NCERT Class XI – Themes in World History, Paths to Modernisation (Theme 11) 

Q2) Examine the military, political and economic consequences of the Meiji Restoration in 
Japan. (200 Words) 

Theme 11 

Ans: 

The meiji restoration was a crucial period of transistion of Japan from a pre modern to 

modern society. It was a successful negotiation between the transition from tradition to 

modernity, which was a failure in other countries like China under Empress Dowager cixi. 

Military consequences: 

1. Japan became the only Asian nation not to be colonized, defeated a European power, i.e. 

Russia during the Russo Japanese wars, 1904-05, and became a formidable power matching 

the West. 

2. The traditional samurai system was abolished, and a conscript military, on lines of the 

west, was created. 

3. Modernization of the military was started, which helped it to victory in the Sino- Japanese 

and the Russo-Japanese wars. 

Political consequences: 

1. Japan successfully negotiated between the transition from a traditional system to a 

modern system on western lines. 

2. A constitution was adopted, and a bicameral legislature setup. 

3. Administration was centralized. 

4. Education was used to teach patriotism and loyalty to the emperor. 

http://ncert.nic.in/NCERTS/textbook/textbook.htm?kehs1=4-4
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Economic consequences: 

1. Japan emulated the Industrial revolution of the West, which laid the backbone for its 

strong military 

2. The govt. actively invested in strategic industries, transport and communication. Soon 

railway lines and telegraph were started. 

3. A European style banking system was started to fuel the Industrial transformation. 

In the end, the meji restoration was extremly successful. Some of the changes brought are 

still followed in Japan. It made Japan the developed country it is today. 
 

Q3) The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution started in 1965 by Mao Zedong began a 
period of turmoil, weakened the Party and severely disrupted the economy and educational 
system in China. Examine why. (150 Words) 

Theme 11 

Ans: 

Great cultural revolution was a movement initiated by Mao Zedong to establish his 
communist ideology firmly with a view to purge the growing elitist and capitalist class. It 
had great influence on Chinese economy and education system. 

Educational breakdown 
----------------------- 
Formation of “red guards" 
__________________________ 
To make the younger generation experienced revolutionary communist ideology mao 
involve all the graduates and students in violence upheaval against intellectuals.. 
Doctors..capitalist etc. 

Shift of students to rural area 
_____________________________ 
Mao sent all the students to rural areas to be educated by peasants and involved in manual 
labours to experience future communist ideology. 

Enlightened education 
______________________ 
After revolution the textbooks were enriched with enlightenment of mao and his 
revolutionary ideology instead of teaching effective education and methodology. 

Economic slowdown 
------------------- 
Great leap forward 
___________________ 
Through this campaign forced collectivization of crops; forced labour; restricted 
privatization were introduced leading to downfall of production. 

http://ncert.nic.in/NCERTS/textbook/textbook.htm?kehs1=4-4
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Unskilled management 
________________________ 
The occupation of industrial management by the inexperienced revolutionaries led to severe 
mismatch in industrial production. 

Lack of technology 
___________________ 
Buoyed by xenophobia and chauvinist mentality the revolutionaries restricted foreign 
technology leading to degradation of industrial production. 

Lack of transport 
________________ 
As a result of occupation of transport system by the revolutionaries industries and 
agriculture suffered from raw material and transport of production. 

Occurrence of famine 
_____________________ 
Because of forced labor and deployment of scientists and intellectuals in agriculture ; lacking 
of novelty and poor production led to severe shortage of food grains. 

Party breakdown 
----------------- 
Because of conflicting ideology between chinese communist party and nationalist party and 
aftermath fraction between radical and soft reformist; the democratic ideology get 
suppressed and communist ideology get evolved. 

The extreme terror initiated by red guards to suppress growing middle class .intellectuals.. 
thus led to downfall of economic.. education and party system of china. 

 

General Studies – 2 

Topic: Issues relating to development and management of Social Sector/Services relating to Health 
(Also part of Paper – 3: Effects of liberalization on the economy) 

Q4) Recently the central government  approved 100 per cent foreign direct investment (FDI) 
in medical devices via the automatic route. Examine what effect this move will have on the 
health sector in India. (150 Words) 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

Health sector is critical for any developing country as it affects the overall development of 
any country. 
As government has approved 100% FDI in medical devices via automatic route, it means 
now there will be no need for Foreign Investment Promotion Board‟s permission to acquire 
an existing company or set up a new manufacturing unit in the medical devices sector. 
This will impact India's medical device sector as well as Health sector both in many ways: 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/govt-approves-100-fdi-in-medical-devices-114122400663_1.html
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1) It will give much needed boost to Make In India campaign of government, as of now we 
are importing almost 75% of the medical devices. 
It will help the health sector in providing the easy access to many medical devices which are 
not available yet in many areas. 
2) It will help the rural areas where we have a shortage of even basic medical devices , now 
as it will be manufactured in India , it should be readily available . 
3) It will benefit public sector health care, as when the devices will be manufactured in india 
they will be available on cheap rates .  
Which might reduce the rates of some of the critical tests and hence it will reduce the burden 
on the pocket of common people. 
4) India currently has no major or big firms which are developing the medical devices so 
there is no threat of merger and acquisition. 
Which means it will not majorly impact the current manufacturers in India, it will mostly 
help them. 
5) With this india will be getting more research and development in this area and 
government burden on funding it will reduce. 
This will help the health sector of india to improve a lot as it will bring lot of complex and 
important devices to india which most of the people till now didnt had any access. 
Over all this move of allowing 100% FDI via automatic route should be a win -win situation 
for india. It will improve our health sector, will provide cheaper medical services to people 
and will generate lot of jobs. 

Topic: Important aspects of governance, transparency and accountability; Government policies and 
interventions for development in various sectors and issues arising out of their design and 
implementation;  devolution of powers  up to local levels and challenges therein 

Q5) Some argue that illiteracy among elected members of Gram panchayats is one of the 
root causes of inefficiency of panchayat raj system in India. Recently Rajasthan government 
passed an ordinance stipulating a minimum education qualification for candidates 
contesting zila parishad or panchayat samiti polls. Do you think it‟s a right move? Critically 
analyse issues arising out of this move. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Ans: 

The recent passing of an ordinance by the Rajasthan government stipulating minimum 
educational qualifications for candidates contesting the panchayat elections is based on the 
premise that often the panchayati leaders, who often cite their low educational level and 
ignorance of laws as excuses for committing corruption, embezzlement and forgery, 
wouldn‟t have strong arguments to defend themselves henceforth. However, such 
requirements may create certain concerns. 

The low levels of education among the rural masses, especially those belonging to the 
reserved categories and among the women, will ensure the exclusion of a large number of 
people from contesting elections. Also, there is no evidence suggesting that educated 
candidates won‟t indulge in corruption. A panchayati leader is expected to empathize and 
work in tandem with the people as a leader to carry out basic development programmes in 
the village. Educational qualification would have no definitive bearings on such 
duties. 

http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/epic-fail-2/99/
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However, a village leader is also a public figure and has the power to inspire greater 
educational drive among the rural masses. The government‟s has recently recent pushed to 
bring about Internet facilities, banking services such as ATMs etc. in the villages. Having an 
educated leader who would be capable of guiding the villagers through the intricacies 
involved in these new technologies will ensure greater people‟s interest. 

Although this ordinance is a positive step, the government should ensure its 
implementation in a phased manner to prevent exclusions. Also, greater focus on rural 
education, especially for women and the reserved categories will ensure that problems of 
exclusion doesn‟t arise in the future. 

 

General Studies – 3 

Topic:  development and employment 

Q6) India‟s heritage, its micro small and medium enterprises and its traditional knowledge 
are crucial to make „Make in India‟ campaign a success. Examine how and why. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

For every country, it‟s MSME sector plays crucial role in development. India‟s MSME sector 

contributes 45% to total output, 40% in export and employ over 45 million workforce 

including women. So, along with „make in India‟ campaign, it‟s immense potential also 

needs to be realized and utilized. 

The new government initiative of boosting the manufacturing growth through the "make in 

india" campaign could be better addressed by focussing the MSME. This could be achieved 

by restructuring and bringing the sectoral reforms and regenerating the traditional 

knowledge in different pockets of the country. 

India could gain excellent results with promoting AYUSH via medical tourism. Our unique 

handicrafts, medicines and other indigenous products should be promoted. MSME sector 

manufactures every products catering needs of different people. It employ indigenous and 

traditional knowledge in a effective way.  

 Government need to pay attention to their problems like  financial crunch, unskilled labour 

force and outdated technologies and changing mindset towards this sector. We need to use 

the innovative design-led capacity building and recognizing them by giving legal safeguard 

like geographical indication(GI) index etc. when MSME would work as the base for the large 

scale industry, which will help in reaching the goal of 'Make in India'. 

Topic: Infrastructure – Energy (Also part of – Paper-1:  Distribution of key natural resources across 
the world -including South Asia and the Indian subcontinent) 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/small-enterprises-as-big-businesses/article6723779.ece
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Q7) While countries like China and Brazil have massively increased generation of power 
using solar source, India, though has lofty targets, lags far behind in this regard. Critically 
examine why. (150 Words) 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

India has recently announced it plan for 100 Gw from solar energy by 2022. But current 
realities make this look like a distant dream. 

Successful countries like China, which installed 12 Gw last year, have done this with a 
combination of incentives, a distributed grid connected program i.e. rooftop solar projects 
which generate electricity and are connected to the grid and loans from state banks. 

Indian on the other hand still has to realise the dream of open access i.e. free flow of 
electricity between states. The discoms are in a financially precarious position even though 
rising tariffs make solar energy competitive. 

India has even scaled back on incentives on offer as it wants a self sustaining renewable 
energy sector even though the pace of solar installation is yet to pick up. 

There are massive looses from the generation to customer chain which sometimes make 
solar energy an unattractive option. 

Even though there are problems galore, viable models can be formulated. Like Brazil, which 
has a very successful wind energy production model. Local firms are encouraged to source 
domestically, linking it to incentives and credit. 

Thus, a overhaul of the distribution and grid capacity, and more importantly the power 
sector, with incentives and credit provided initially can kick start this dream into a reality. 

 

Topic: Challenges to internal security through communication networks, role of media and social 
networking sites in internal security challenges, basics of cyber security 

Q8) India with its fast growing economy is vulnerable to many types of cyber threats. Do 
you think existing laws and amendments made to them are effective to ensure a cyber threat 
free environment in the country? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

With the rising rate of cybercrimes India as a growing economy is a target of multiple 

threats on web space. Cybercrime includes many offenses including hate crimes, Internet 

fraud, identity theft etc. Cybercrime is evolving at a rapid rate and is taking new forms such 

as cyber warfare, cyber terrorism and cyber vandalism. The government of India had passed 

IT ACT 2000 to counter this new form of attack. 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/vandana-gombar-can-india-reach-the-global-top-spot-in-solar-114122400938_1.html
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/expert-group-to-check-cyber-crime/article6723819.ece
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Few problems that hinder the effectiveness of the law are: 

a) Jurisdiction: There are no hard boundaries that can define jurisdictions in the cyber 

world. Unless there is a concerted global effort in this regard, the basic problem will plague 

the formulation of strict laws. 

b) No clarity on policy: India is yet to formulate a well-documented policy on cyber 

terrorism and lacunae was shown in recent case of Bangalore youth holding a twitter handle 

for ISIS propaganda, where section 66F of IT act was invoked for the very first time. Even 

the most recent National Cyber Security Policy of 2013 offers nothing on this subject where it 

is hard to prove crimes. 

c) Outdated Laws: Though the Indian Information technology act addresses the traditional 

forms of cybercrime, it is long outdated in dealing with the latest ones. Even the 

amendments to IT Act of 2008 are insufficient and make many offenses bailable. 

d) Technology Up gradation: Indian agencies lack necessary innovation and resources to 

track down the culprits and there is an immediate need to empower the agencies. 

Indian governance and economy are becoming increasingly digitized. In the light of this 

digitization it is in the best interest of India to update its IT Act to accommodate the latest 

crimes and make the punishments more stringent. What makes it an onerous task is that the 

law requires a mix of core technology and law to come up with an effective counter cyber 

threat strategy. 

There is also a need to bring consensus in the world to bring a global framework to avoid 

legal loopholes and bring international cooperation for cyber safety. The laws need to be 

upgraded while ensuring it does not harbor into the territories of freedom of speech and 

expression. 

Topic – Linkages between development and spread of extremism. 

Q9) Addressing at the earliest the genuine aspirations of the Bodo people in terms of 
development and entitlements by the government might be a solution to the ethnic problem 
plaguing Assam. Examine the roots of this ethnic problem and suggest other measures to 
end this problem in Assam. (200 Words)  

The Hindu 

Ans: 

The roots of ethnic problem in Assam is a decade old issue.  
Firstly, Assam is such a state which share border with Maynmar,China/tibet, Bhutan, and 
Bangladesh. And only 4percent of Assam border is connected to India's main land. This 
makes people to feel isolated. 
Secondly, Assam being gate way for other North East states every political party aspires to 
be dominant but not implementing policies properly or ready to work. 
Thirdly, more than 220 different tribal groups are present in Assam and adjoining NE. And 
Bodo's in majority ie 28percent. This may lead to hate speech and clashes. And every year 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/carnage-in-assam/article6723776.ece
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the groups added to Scheduled tribe list is incresing but not decreasing. 
Fourth, due to very difficult geographic terrain insurgency is dominant since 3 decades, due 
to this local people themselves feel insecure and it leads to clashes. 

Possible measures the govt may adopt: 
-First to connect North eastern state especially Assam with India properly through road, rail 
and air. 
-Development programs, infrastructure development, providing job opportunities to all to 
ensure their growth. 
-Proper security measures at borders to stop further insurgency. 
-State has to gain confidence of people that their cultural and ethnic rights are preserved. 
-The authorities should held periodic meetings with local people to know their problems 
and work for that. To create harmony among people. 

 

General Studies – 4 

Topic:  determinants and consequences of Ethics in human actions 

Q10) A terrorist group kills hundred innocent villagers in cold blood murder. Next day, few 
men from the village kill the relatives of members belonging to the terrorist group. Also, the 
government forces hunt down these terrorists and kill many of them.  

Should violence be addressed by violent means? If you were one of those villagers and had 
chance to kill a terrorist, would you kill him? Justify your answer giving reasons. (200 
Words) 

The Indian Express 

Ans: 

Violence imprints a fear within the society which not only effects the direct victims but also 
other individual who share the same environment. The reaction of people, whether victims 
or observers, to acts of violence can depend on their personality, learned coping strategies 
and the physical environment. Being a responsible citizen our responsibility stands at 
resisting to the violence as protest and killing will make the situation worse and create more 
imbalances within the society. 

People always try to retaliate violence with violence and thus it becomes a situation where 
both the sides end up into a number of casualties. The situation demands being 
temperamental because it may lessen the voluntariness of actions while punishing those 
people who are not involved in the incident(relatives) would further increase the tension of 
communal hatred. The disturbed law and order of the state can only be controlled by the 
police administration and we should assist them in every possible way. 

We live in a country where freedom was won on the grounds of non violence and 
ahimsa.So, we should never forget our principles and try to spread a sense of brotherhood 
instead of violence. 

http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-others/i-saw-my-two-sisters-brother-killed-i-ran-into-the-jungle/99/
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26th Dec 2014 

General Studies – 1 

Topic: The Freedom Struggle – its  important contributors 

Q1) Critically examine the contributions of Madan Mohan Malaviya to the nationalist cause 
during freedom struggle. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

Madan Mohan Malaviya, hailing from Varasasi, was a freedom fighter, of nationalist right 
wing yearning, established one of the first indigenous institutes of higher learning, the 
Banaras Hindu University, along with Annie Besant. 

M.M Malaviya provided an alternative stream of thought to the Congress mainstream 
during the freedom struggle. He is against the the idea of Congress joining the Khilafat 
movement, and also against separate electorates for different communities. This tells us that 
he believed that the identity should stem from nationality, rather than religion or 
community, and that should be the primary driver of unity. 

He was also a prominent figure during the Non Cooperation Movement, and a delegate in 
the first round table conference during 1930. 

He was a divisive figure. Like all personalities who choose to move away from the 
mainstream ideology, he too evoked mixed reactions. He was one of the earliest pre 
independence figures for the Hindu Nationalist, but his contributions to the freedom 
struggle are unquestionable. 

 

Topic: Themes in Indian History, Chapter 1 and 2, Class XII 

Q2) To what extent has the urban planning and culture of the Indus Valley Civilization 
provided inputs to the present day urbanization? Discuss. (200 Words, CSE – 2014) 

Chapter – 1 

Ans: 

Indus valley is the source of innumerable elements that enrich the modern day civilisation. 

Systematic town planning 
__________________________ 
The scientific construction of building using baked brick in indus valley is an ingredient to 
modern day urbanization planning. 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/honouring-complex-legacies/article6726449.ece
http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/political-intent-114122500852_1.html
http://ncert.nic.in/NCERTS/textbook/textbook.htm?lehs1=1-4
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Drainage system 
________________ 
The sewage water system of this civilisation is mindblowing. The drains connected with 
bathroom is an aspect of modern day sewage system. 

Sanity and cleanliness 
_______________________ 
The style of bathroom of harappan civilisation with standing bath system is similar to 
modern day urbanization sanitary system. 
The large brick slabs that covered the sewers of indus valley drainage gives inputs to 
modern day urbanization. 

Commerce 
___________ 
The trade of lapis lazuli; cotton and other export and import commodities with 
mesopotemia; sumeriyan is origin of modern day commerce. 

Clustered buildings 
___________________ 
The workers building of harappa resembles to coolie lines of modern day tea estates in 
structure. 

Importance of water and sanctity 
________________________ 
The strong belief of sanctity of water by harappans resembles to the belief of south indians 
who keep water tank in temples is a cultural input to modern day civilisation as south 
indian temples are centre of urbanized process. 

Fashion 
________ 
The pigtail hair and other jewelleries of indus valley women resembles to modern day 
fashion of women. 

Use of Carpentry;pottery;seal;stone 
_______________________ 
The use of all these three elements in harappan civilisation gives similarity to modern day 
use of decoration; amulet etc. 

Use of citadel 
_____________ 
The citadel of harappan provides ingredients to to the modern day social structure. 

General Studies – 2 

Topic: Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors and issues arising 
out of their design and implementation.  

Q3) The None Of The Above (NOTA) voting option introduced by the Election Commission 
has given rise to interesting outcomes in recent elections. Throw light on these outcomes and 
examine if NOTA option has met its original objectives.(200 Words) 
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The Hindu 

Ans: 

NOTA is provision where people come to cast vote but dont go for any available options; 
Before EVM voting, paper ballots were used; people automatically had NOTA by not 
stamping on any of the candidates name; However after EVM no such option; poeple once 
came to booth had to press button on machine or need to take a special form from booth 
officer to cast NOTA which violated their secrecy; also those who were discontented stayed 
away from voting, hence their electoral roll wasted; 

SC mandated this against Right to freedom, life, RPA and hence came with the provision of 
NOTA so that voter can register their discontentment 

Positives: 
1. registring discontent 
2. feedback to political parties and install better candidates 

3. public awareness 
4. inducting those people into voting who earlier stayed away 

Recent trend: reserved constituency showing more; tribal areas showing more; a good 
proprtion overall in India 

Conclusion: politicians failed to focus on tribal areas; reservation of seats not paying 
dividend; a factor of left wing extremism 

Need for improvement: current NOTA are treated as invalidated votes; imples even if 99 go 
for NOTA and 1 for a candidate then candidate wins; no provision of recall; 

 

Topic: Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre and States and the 
performance of these schemes; mechanisms, laws, institutions and Bodies constituted for the 
protection and betterment of these vulnerable sections. 

Q4) India accounts for the highest number of diarrhoea and pneumonia deaths among 
children in the world. Analyse its causes and examine what efforts have been made by the 
government to address this issue. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Diarrhea and pneumonia are often associated with underdevelopment, poverty, inadequate 
healthcare systems, which lead to a lifestyle which accentuates the possibility of its 
occurrence in India. 

Causes: 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/nota-votes-high-in-reserved-seats/article6726488.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/action-plan-soon-to-prevent-deaths-from-diarrhoea-pneumonia/article6726609.ece
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1. low level of awareness 
2. Poverty 
3. Inadequate hygiene and sanitation 
4. Superstition, erroneous beliefs and norms 
5. Under funding of public heath, which is further increasing 

Efforts made: 

Diarrhea and pneumonia are caused by multiple pathogens, and thus require multiple 
interventions for prevention and cure. As per the global action plan launched by WHO and 
UNICEF, some of the interventions are 

1.. Exclusive breast feeding upto six months 
2. Hand washing 
3. Safe drinking water 
4. Vaccines and immunization and other interventions 

For India, the coverage of these existing interventions remains low. Thus states like 
Rajasthan are struggling to contain and minimise this risk even though several missions like 
NRHM, National Newborn Action Plan have been launched to reduce child and maternal 
mortality. 

The results are not uniform. While some states have achieved MDG targets, others have not. 

Children are our future, and if we dont protect them, we put our future in jeopardy. 
Multiple interventions are needed, both at the local community and inter government level. 
Funding for health must remain a priority, awareness must be spread, along with 
availability and access to treatment. 

Topic: India and its neighborhood- relations (though not an immediate neighbour) 

Q5) In recent years Turkey is accused of drifting away from democratic ideals. Critically 
examine why. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Turkey was in a brisk pace of development and reforms since the ascendancy of Erdogan, 
the then prime minister of turkey. It had stable economic growth, tamed inflation, controlled 
the army, brought Turkey to the brink of EU membership, which no other prime minister 
had done before. But after more than a decade at the helm, his authoritarian tendencies had 
become more pronounced. 

He crushed the public protest in 2013, laid a firmer grip on the judiciary after he and his 
family were implicated in a corruption scandal, attacked the media, and recently even sent 
an arrest warrant to his rival 

The main cause stems from weak political institutions which could have curbed his 
authoritarian tendencies. With an absolute majority and many years at the helm, he seems to 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/assault-on-democracy/article6726451.ece
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have developed a sense of invincibility. After the prime minister ship, he was elected as 
president and tried to convert Turkey into a presidential republic! 

Public support was always there because of the rising standards of living and improved 
economic outlook, but that is too waning. Turkey is caught in a middle income trap, and 
without reforms, it is loosing jobs. With increased public scrutiny, Erdogan has increased his 
authoritative overtones to retain a stiffer grasp on power. 

 

Q6) In your opinion, what are the obstacles in realization of full potential of the India-Japan 
relationship? Analyse. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

General Studies – 3 

Ans: 

India and Japan are two oldest civilizations in the world. India has a deep rooted 
mythological and ethnic relationship with Japan. In the recent years both countries involve 
in remarkable expansion in their bilateral relationship. But there are also some hindrance 
which revoke this relationship in realization of it's full potential. 
1)The most concern issue between New Delhi and Tokyo is the matter of nuclear weapons 
and nuclear energy. It has been witnessed that India and Japan are almost polar opposite 
when it comes to nuclear issue. Here it should to be worth to mention that the recent visit of 
Indian PM to Japan also saw this nuclear tension between the both nations. 
2) The second issue is the bureaucratic hindrance. Japan often blame India for it's Red 
tapism. Infact on many global platforms Japan roundly argued that the inertia of Indian 
bureaucracy is the most liable apparatus behind it's stagnating growth. Realizing this issue 
only Indian PM in his recent Japan visit assured the Japanese investors that there will be 
minimum formalities for them to do businesses in India, and nation is committed to 
transform this red tapism into red carpet for the investors.  
3) The third important issue is the lack of cultural tie. It has been witnessed that although 
India and Japan share a sound bilateral relationship but still minimal people to people 
contact proved to be important predicament in their relationship. 
Here it should to be noted that for India close tie with Japan is not only necessary for it's 
infrastructure development it is the also need of the hour of changing geo-political 
conditions of India and it's neighbor. Close tie with Japan is very essential to counter the 
aggressive stance of China on major fronts.Where as India is also important for both 
politically and economically. As japan also have dialectal relationship with China. Realizing 
this need only in recent years high level of maturity was displayed by the leaders of the both 
countries and they deeply committed to resolve their bilateral issues with mutual 
cooperation. 

Topic: Investment models 

Q7) In the earlier  public-private partnership (PPP) contracts signed by the government 
there was no renegotiation clause. However, the industry is pushing for this and even the 
government is in favour of introducing such a clause. Examine the implications for the 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/bringing-tokyo-closer-to-new-delhi/article6726454.ece
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government, private players and for the infrastructure projects because of this move. (200 
Words) 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

Fixed-price agreements provide strong incentives for efficient implementation as envisioned 
in the original contract. Due to bounded rationality and limited foresight, renegotiation are 
very likely with long-term fixed-price contracts. 

Implications of Re-negotiations 

A .On Government 

Positive implications 

1.Revive stalled projects 

2.Boost for sectors considered priority 

Negative implication 

1. It may use renegotiation's to achieve political goals and bypass control mechanisms in the 
public sector. 

2. It eliminates the competitive effect of the auction. 

3. Might have fiscal impact 

B. Private Players 

Positive implications 

1. Losses will be minimized due to legal, institutional, administrative and enforcement 
related problems 

Negative implications 

1. Private players may become opportunistic 
2. Reputation may be hit. 

C. Infrastructure projects 

1. Projects will not be stalled. 

2. Less delay in completion 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/new-ppp-contracts-to-have-renegotiation-clause-114121900212_1.html
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Renegotiation mechanisms should be embedded in law rather than the contract or decree, as 
law is more difficult. It also implies that change in government regimes would not result in 
overturning or dismantling of renegotiation committees. 

Indian infrastructure has witnessed slowdown and several projects are currently delayed or 
have become unviable due to various reasons such as slowdown in economy, delays in 
environmental and regulatory clearances, inadequate fuel supply for power projects, etc. 
Renegotiations will spur the growth and bring back these projects back on track. 

 

 

Topic: money-laundering and its prevention ; Inclusive growth and issues arising from it 

Q8) Recently the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) imposed monetary penalties on few private 
banks for non-adherence to certain aspects of know-your-customer (KYC) norms. Critically 
examine both demerits and merits of imposing KYC norms. Also suggest how its demerits 
can be overcome. (200 Words) 

Business Standard 

Ans: 

A KYC or Know Your Customer norm requiresbanks to ensure the identity and address of 

the customer. RBI had issued the KYC guidelines under Section 35(A) of the Banking 

regulation Act, 1949. A customer is required to provide proof of Identity to the bank and 

banks are tasked to verify the identity of the customer. In case of non-compliance the banks 

halt the account and RBI ensures banks comply with the KYC norms. The merits of KYC 

norms are: 

a) Controlling Black Money:Black moneyput under fake accounts are curbed and banks 

ensure the customers are genuine. It also curbs terrorism financing. 

b) Check Tax Evasion: Transactions can be traced via KYC and PAN and thus tax evasion 

can be checked. It checks use of banking by criminals and mafia. 

c) Risk Management: KYC is essential for sound risk management of the banking system. It 

also helps protect banks integrity and reputation. 

Few demerits of imposing KYC norms are: 

a) Absence of Unique Identity: In India there is no single unique identification card and not 

all people have ID cards. This excludes a lot of poor and marginalized from banking system. 

b) Privacy Issues: A database of information of citizens may be compromised and can be 

misused. 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/finance/know-your-customer-a-challenge-for-banks-and-their-customers-114122300666_1.html
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c) Inconvenience: Banks require frequent update on KYC and new entrant to places may 

face difficulty and regular presence causes inconvenience. Banks also may require more than 

one identity proofs. 

To get rid of the problems relating to KYC the people should be educated about the need for 

KYC norms and putting in place proper system to get the poor and illiterate their ID cards in 

time bound manner. The introduction of AADHAR card and its integration with banking 

system will also bear fruit by getting rid of need for multiple proofs. Speedy processing of 

the verification and the prevention of misuse of information are pre-requisites. 

 

 

General Studies – 4 

Topic: ethical concerns and dilemmas in government and private institutions 

Q9) As governments change, they strive to honour and reward personalities who have been 
to affiliated or faithful to them for long time. Some governments even honour some 
personalities posthumously to revive and recognise their glory. For example – 
posthumously awarding Bharat Ranta awards. In your opinion, what are the real intentions 
behind such awards?Also examine ethical issues involved in honouring a dead persons. (200 
Words) 

Business Standard 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Posthumous awards have a possibility of malicious intentions, or to uphold an ideology, or 
just to honour someone which we failed to in the past. 

Inherently, there is nothing wrong with posthumous awards, as there is every possibility a 
deserving candidate could not have been recognized at that time. Mahatma Gandhi, the face 
of non violence, was not awarded the Noble peace prize! Although it is another matter that 
the prize needs him more rather than he the noble prize. 

But such awards can fall victim to controversies as their intentions are debatable. 

Again, what is the use of recogonizing someone who is already dead. The cash prize is of no 
use, and if the person was famous enough to be recogonized posthumously, he does not 
need more recognition in the first place. 

Awards are also used as a symbol to further an idea, but here too there must be many other 
living candidates who can actively work for that cause. 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/opinion/political-intent-114122500852_1.html
http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/honouring-complex-legacies/article6726449.ece
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What can be done is have a different award for living persons as in many countries, which 
cash incentives and other approbation which might help him in the work he is doing. 
Posthumous awards can be a symbolic gesture. And awarded when approved by a third 
party, with stated clear intentions and reasons. 

Topic:  dedication to public service, empathy, tolerance and compassion towards the weaker-sections. 

Q10) When you become an IAS officer, explain how you will use love and empathy as 
effective tools in helping the weaker sections of society. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Love and Empathy are important tools for any interaction, but more so while dealing with 
the weaker sections. 

The weaker sections of society has a deep distrust of authority and state as they have been 
erred in the past. Only love and empathy can help bridge this trust deficit. Dealing with 
their problems personally. 

Most of the weaker sections of society also face the problem of illiteracy. Therefore, they 
cannot use ICT to maneuver bureaucratic hurdles, or to attain public service. Here too, 
personal face to face interaction is extremly important. This also requires empathy and love 
to help them overcome these obstacles. 

As an IAS officer, love and empathy is of extreme importance. Even more so while dealing 
with the weaker sections who have a very asymmetrical power relationship stemming from 
illiteracy, history, or lack of material resources. 

Thus, to bridge this divide and build trust, love and empathy are of paramount importance. 

27th Dec 2014 
 

General Studies – 1 
Topic: NCERT Themes in Indian History – I, Chapter – 2, Class XII 
 
Q1) The sixth century BCE is often regarded as a major turning point in early Indian history. 
Examine why with suitable examples. (150 Words) 
Chapter – 2 
Ans: 

The sixth century BC is known for the rise of the sixteen Mahajanapadas, which were the 
sixteen kingdoms of the Later Vedic Age. Out of one of these kingdoms, Magadha, came the 
Mauriyan Empire, and the first political consolidation of India. 

This era is known for numerous crucial developments, namely, 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/nun-in-sierra-leone-brings-joy-to-children-affected-by-ebola/article6726456.ece
http://ncert.nic.in/NCERTS/textbook/textbook.htm?lehs1=2-4
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1. Increased use of iron. 
2. Coinange. 
3. Early states and cities. 
4. This era is also known for the rise of other religions, namely, Jainism and Buddhism, as a 
reaction against the rigid rules of Brahmanical Hinduism. 

Thus, 16th century BCE laid the foundation to the history of India. 

 

 

Q2) In what ways was the Buddhist theory of a social contract different from the 
Brahmanical view of society derived from the Purusha sukta? (150 Words) 

Chapter – 3 

Ans: 

 

 

Topic: History of the world will include events from 18th century  

Q3) “The fall of the Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War have only led to global 
instability.” Critically comment (200 Words) 

Frontline 

Ans: 

The year 1989 turned out to be a watershed year with the fall of Berlin wall that had long 
separated East and West Germany.It was touted as a beginning of the end of cold-war 
era.Post twenty-five years,it has been observed that the global world-order has not changed 

http://ncert.nic.in/NCERTS/textbook/textbook.htm?lehs1=3-4
http://www.frontline.in/world-affairs/historys-wall/article6632750.ece
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remarkably as was expected then. 
1.In the wake of the Ukraine crisis,the world seems to be going back to era where the world 
was divided into two polarised factions,this time it being US with NATO allies on one-side 
and Russia on another. 
2.The unification has not brought in equitable prosperity to both regions of Germany.East 
Germany still grapples with unemployment as about 75% of its industries are situated to the 
West. 
3.NATO's continuous employment of missile across Russian borders is the main bone of 
contention between Russia and the West. 
4.Presence of walls/boundaries:The separation via barriers has continued unabated.For 
ex,Wall set up by Israel separating Palestine is acknowledged as being illegal,North and 
South Korea continues to be divided by 38th Parallel,separation wall by Americans along 
Mexico to keep out illegal migrants. 
5.Continuing presence of West and allies in Civil war torn areas like Iraq,Afghanistan etc. 

Nevertheless,it is commendable to see that world has been successful in averting another 
major world war.United Nation's role is worth a praise.The world is getting closer by more 
diplomatic relations between countries via Trade Pacts,bilateral visits,climate change 
summits etc. 

On the whole,it may be observed that there seems to lie a veil of mistrust underlying the 
relations between Western factions and Russia.It is high time the issues are sorted out in a 
more pragmatic and effective manner.We have been successful in avoiding another Arms 
War,why not "Mind War"? 

Topic: Important Geophysical phenomena  
Q4) The World Bank-funded hydrology project in some states in India was helpful in coping 
with flood related problems. What do you understand by hydrological data? Analyse 
why  reliable hydrological data is important in flood management. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Ans: 

Data related to amount and distribution of water in different component of hydrological 
cycle i.e atmosphere, surface flow etc is called hydrological data. It includes amount of snow 
melt, rainfall in catchment area, reservoir water level, river water level etc. In a country like 
india with natural gift of huge surface water resource and monsoonal climate hydrological 
data is the only scientific basis for proper utilization of available water resource and prevent 
disasters like flood. 

Hydrological data not only gives us estimate the amount of available water resources but 
also provides us enough time to prevent floods or to make a strategy to minimize its impact. 
Amount of rainfall in catchment area along with amount of snow melt helps us in 
determining the amount of surface water flow that we have to deal with thus reservoirs 
level can be maintained according to the requirement. Past reliable hydrological data will 
help us in determining the bottlenecks in the water management process which may lead to 
disaster and the same can be removed well in advance. 

http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-national/nationwide-hydrology-data-soon/article6729668.ece
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Reliable estimate of annual water flow will not only help in designing the canals and 
channels for irrigation but also help in preventing the illegal construction on the river banks 
which are most vulnerable during floods. 

Checking of Water level at different places in the river channel will help us in finding and 
thus correcting the various possible causes of flood like excessive siltation of river bed, 
unauthorized construction along banks, breach of river banks etc 

With most of the hydrological data in india being outdated there is urgent need of 
maintaining a real time data. The initial cost of installing such systems may be high but the 
long term benefits are more rewarding. In a country like india having interstate river flow 
and intercountry catchment area of rivers i.e most of Himalayan rivers like 
ganga,brahmputra originates from Chinese territory there is need of interstate and inter 
country cooperation in hydrological data 

 

Topic:  factors responsible for the location of primary, secondary, and tertiary sector industries in 
various parts of the world and India (Also part of paper-3:  bio-technology and issues relating to 
intellectual property rights) 

Q5) Changes in various policies related to trade and entry of multinational companies in the 
Indian pharmaceutical industry were initiated in the early 1970s. However, the pace of 
growth of this industry has shown a remarkable upswing only after 1991, and particularly 
after 2005. Critically examine which factors have been responsible for this growth. (200 
Words) 

Economic and Political Weekly (Download PDF now itself – it will expire in two weeks) 

Ans: 

India's prominent position in the pharmaceutical sector could be perceived as a result of 
major policy initiatives post liberalisation era.It is commendable to see that India is a major 
producer of life-saving generic drugs that has brought about greater affordability to the 
lowest sections of the society.It could be attributed to: 

1.Pre-1991 years were guided by stringent checks on foreign capital entry which deterred 
prospective firms from investing in India.Post 1991,control on drugs prices have reduced 
and environment is made conducive for global investment.100% FDI was permitted in 
Pharmaceutical sector. 
2.TRIPPS agreement of 1995 proved out to be a game changer- This has increased the filing 
of patents by companies both at domestic as well as international level.India has gained on 
foreign exchange front as well improvised R&D in pharmaceutical sector. 
3.Pre-1991 there was stringent regulation on Product patent which was eased post 1991 
4.Indian Patent Act of 2005 - It has brought in more innovation in the domestic companies 
by putting checks and balances on "copying".Life-saving essential medicines were made 
more accessible via Compulsory Licensing. 

On the other hand,there are few challenges on the amazing growth track 
1.Pharmaceutical companies are wary of frequent price control by NPPA which they claim is 

http://www.epw.in/special-articles/factors-behind-performance-pharmaceutical-industries-india.html
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unfavourable. 
2.U.S companies have expressed concerns about Indian Patent regime.This needs to be 
sorted out. 

Nevertheless,India has come a long way in pharmaceuticals.This momentum needs to be 
maintained by bringing in more innovation.It looks imperative in the wake of new disease 
outbreaks like Ebola. 

General Studies – 2 

Topic: India and its neighborhood- relations 

Q6) “Maldives is redefining democracy in a way similar to the version the Maumoon Abdul 
Gayoom presidency had in place for many decades before the country held its first 
multiparty presidential election in 2008.” In the light of recent developments in Maldives, 
critically comment on the statement. (200 Words) 

Frontline 

Ans: 

Maldives adopted a democratic constitution in 2008. However, in the recent years, it has 
violated the very spirit of democracy by interfering with the following 3 pillars: 

1. Legislature 
Dismissing the Election Commission, in the absence of which: 
a. People are bereft of transparent political information anf thus an informed choice 
b. Elections are susceptible to unfair practices 
c. There is no watchdog on the conduct of political parties 

2. Judiciary 
Dismissing the Chief Justice of the Supreme court and replacing it with a one closer to the 
political party in power: 
a. Removes neutrality from the justice procedure, a base for a democracy 
b. No watchdog on the political party in power, which was earlier expected to be through 
the proceas of judicial review. 

3. Executive 
Dismissing the CAG, which would hamper the financial transparency and autonomy of the 
Government finances 

It seems like Maldives is headed for a Governance crisis, whose impact could be felt in the 
trade India has with Maldives and also through Maldives in the Indian Ocean. 

As the largest democracy of Asia and one of the largest in the world, India's role will also be 
that of a preserver of democracy without imposing it. 

 

 

http://www.frontline.in/world-affairs/state-of-crisis/article6715715.ece
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General Studies – 3 

Topic: Achievements of Indians in science & technology; indigenization of technology and developing 
new technology.  

Q7) An Indian origin scientist in USA has proposed that geoengineering of Eastern ghats 
can harness the full potential of moisture rich North Eastern Monsoons to solve the water 
scarcity problem in the peninsular India. What do you understand by geoengineering? 
Examine why North Eastern Monsoon brings less rainfall far below its actual potential and 
also critically discuss how geoengineering can solve the problem. (200 Words) 

Frontline 

Ans: 

Geoengineering deals with lithological modifications by scientific and technical process in 
order to improve or change any geological environment.It is usually used in mitigating 
environmental impacts of various mining and constructional projects along with 
maximizing resource utilization to increase benefits. 

North East Monsoon though have almost 90% humidity,brings less rainfall along eastern 
coastal region because of absence of any barrier which is required for orographic 
precipitation.As Eastern ghats run almost parallel to NE monsoon wind,The region is 
devoid of sufficient rain. 

Geoengineering can play vital role in modification of Eastern Ghats so that they can act as 
barrier in path of NE monsoon compelling them to undergo orographic precipitation.The 
height and width of mountains can be modified along with several surface remodelling by 
using concrete and other geomaterials.As per a study if jawadu hill of tamil nadu could be 
modified as mt. waialeale of hawaii ,precipitation by NE monsoon may increase. 

Though there are many technical challenges and study is in preliminary stage,further impact 
of this geoengineering on lithology,hydrology, ecology and human life should be assessed. 

Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their effects in everyday life 

Q8) What do you understand by antimicrobial resistance? Examine its health and economic 
costs on the world with special reference to India. (200 Words) 

Down to Earth 

Down to Earth – 2 

Ans: 

AMR is a form of drug resistance which develops when micro-organismsno longer respond 

to a drug that they were originally sensitive to resulting in ineffectiveness of standard form 

http://www.frontline.in/environment/to-harness-monsoon/article6632701.ece
http://www.downtoearth.org.in/content/antimicrobial-resistance-cost-global-economy-us-210-trillion
http://www.downtoearth.org.in/content/hatching-superbugs
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of treatment.Bacteria that are resistant to multiple antibiotics are considered multidrug 

resistant (MDR) or, more colloquially, superbugs. 

Although there were low levels of antibiotic-resistant bacteria before the widespread use of 

antibiotics, Ineffective antimicrobial therapy,evolutionary pressure by use and the 

widespread use of antibiotics both inside and outside medicine is playing a significant role 

in the emergence of resistant bacteria. 

Although the adverse economic and health effects of drug-resistant bacterial infections can 

only be roughly quantified, it is concluded that antimicrobial resistance is a major health 

problem and regressive economic burden to society. 

Health and economic cost of AMR:- 

a) Post-antibiotic era:Common infections will no longer be treated effectively by antibiotics 

and this will have impact on the clinical aspects and the patient. Standard medical 

procedures will enter into high risk category. 

b) Societal Costs:AMR will impact the resistance beyond patient and hospital level to have 

overall impact on the society. Economic burden on the families will be widespread. 

c) Economic costs:Estimates show that AMR may give rise to losses in GDP in tune of more 

than 1 percent and that the indirect costs affecting society may be more than 3 times the 

direct health care expenditures. 

d) Impact on India: Itwill affect developing country like India which are unprepared to bear 

the cost and impact effectively. Burden on Indian economy could be huge due to high 

incidence of malaria, tuberculosis and HIV in India and lack of regulations on use of 

antibiotics in humans. 

Preserving the effectiveness of antimicrobials is by implementing stringent regulations 

Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and effects in everyday life; Food 
Processing industry 

Q9) What are cryogenic fuels? Examine their importance and application in food processing 
industry. (150 Words) 

Down to Earth 

Ans: 

Cryogenic fuels are fuels that require storage at extremely low temperatures in order to 
maintain them in a liquid state. These fuels are used in machinery that operates in space e.g. 
rocket ships and satellites because ordinary fuel cannot be used there, due to absence of an 
environment that supports combustion. Cryogenic fuels most often constitute liquefied 
gases such as liquid air, liquid hydrogen , liquid nitrogen etc. 

http://www.downtoearth.org.in/content/greening-food-transport
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In this modern world consumers expect food whenever and wherever they crave for it. 
This is done with the help of trucks with refrigeration units that carry perishable freight like 
vegetables, fruits, meat, milk etc at specific temperatures. 
but this costly as diesel which powers the truck, emits greenhouse gases and 
hydrofluorocarbons, used as a coolant , have very high global warming potential. 
Studies have shown refrigeration and air-conditioning sector contributes to 8-10 % of total 
global green house gas emissions. 
So lot of companies are looking to use cryogenic fuels as an alternative to diesel and it has 
many benefits: 
1) Reduces the diesel consumption upto 20% 
2) Reduces harmful gases in air like nitrogen oxides and particulate matter from 
refrigeration process. 
3) CO2 emissions and noise will also reduce. 
4) It will help in the complying with the international treaty to reduce substances to save 
ozone layer. 
5) This fuel engine gives reduced maintenance , outstanding refrigeration performance. 
All these benefits make Cryogenic fuels a very good alternative to diesel to be used in food 
processing industry where food needs to be preserved for long days and distributed to 
many areas. 

Topic: Public Distribution System- objectives, functioning, limitations, revamping; 

Q10) Some analysts arguethat the public food supply chain for market intervention has a 
favourable impact on the cost-benefit ratio, poverty reduction, calorie consumption by the 
poor and productivity-led agricultural growth. In this regard, examine the reforms needed 
in the public food supply chain. (200 Words) 

Economic and Political Weekly  

Ans: 

The food supply chain is also crucial to the incomes of hundreds of millions of those 
employed in rural and urban areas as farmers, wholesalers, truckers, processors, and 
retailers participating in these supply chains. 

Cost-benefit ratio 

The cost of operating the PDS is three-fold. 

1. Subsidy of the programme. The cost of procuring the food grain is higher than the price of 
selling it through the PDS. 

2. Administrative cost involved in procurement, transport and storing. 

3. Loss due to wastage and pilferage that occur at different stages from procurement to 
distribution. 

Benefits is better calorie intake and reduction as poverty as discussed below. 

PDS impact – on calorie intake 

http://www.epw.in/review-rural-affairs/food-subsidy.html
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Calorie intake of the country was about 6% higher in 2009-10 than would have been without 
PDS. Cereal consumption is about 7% more than without PDS and non-cereal calories are 
also higher though not significantly. 

For the same income those without any PDS access had about 10% lower calorie intake. 

PDS impact – on poverty reduction 

30% of the total reduction in poverty headcount ratio from 2005 to 2010 can be attributed 
purely to PDS. 

From 1993 to 2010, the PDS and MDM (Mid Day Meals) lifted more people out of poverty 
than income growth, particularly so in rural India. 

Reforms needed 

Role of Aadhaar -The Aadhaar number would be used to accurately identify and 
authenticate beneficiaries entitled to receive subsidies under TPDS and other government 
schemes. Using Aadhaar with TPDS would help eliminate duplicate and ghost (fake) 
beneficiaries, and make identification of beneficiaries more accurate. 

Technology-based reforms of TPDS implemented by states - According to Wadhwa 
Committee end-to-end computerisation could curb large-scale diversion and help track the 
delivery of food grains from state depots to beneficiaries. 

To ensure greater efficiency, cost effectiveness and better delivery direct transfer of cash 
subsidy to people living below poverty line in a phased manner 

General Studies – 4 

Topic: Information sharing and transparency in government;  accountability and ethical governance; 
strengthening of ethical and moral values in governance; 

Q11)  You are working as District Health Officer in a backward district. You are asked by the 
government to order all Primary Health Clinics (PHC) to conduct sterilization programmes 
to control births. In one of the camps, post – sterilization, ten women die due to some 
infections. Post-mortems reveal that the deaths were due to the infection cause due to use of 
non-sterilized instruments used during surgeries. You get a call from the Health Minister 
asking you to prepare a report blaming the deaths on contaminated medicines and to 
conclude that doctors or the government had no role in this tragedy. Even doctors from all 
PHCs contact you and request you to prepare a false report to save them and their families. 
Some of them also suggest you to falsify the post-mortem report so that the media never 
comes to know the truth. If you reveal the truth, the government has warned you that, all 
blame would be put on you and you will be sent to jail and the government wouldn‟t defend 
you. 

a) Examine the ethical issues involved in the above case. (100 Words) 

b) What course of action will you take in this situation? Explore your options and explain 
which option you will choose and why. (150 Words) 
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Down to Earth 

Ans: 

A). Doctor's obligation is to keep patient's interest above everything else and quote the truth, 
which is also a part of medical ethics. 

While following the orders of the health minister, several ethical issues encountered are 
stated as under- 
1. Compromise with the medical oath, which keeps patient's interest paramount.  
2. The false report will deprive the patients and their family from adequate compensation.  
3. Issues of neglect would not come to fore and the culprits won't be punished. 
4. Erring doctors will not realize their mistakes and continue with the negligent behaviour. 
4. False report will make the issue a moral lapse. 

B).  
The option presented by the health minister does not just become an ethical and moral 
dilema for me but would also become a financial concern if I choose to quote the truth in the 
report. 

Nevertheless, showing faith in the investigating agencies and judiciary I would prefer to 
mention the facts and truth of negligence on part of the medical staff involved in the 
operations and will not take pressure from the health minister or the request of the medical 
staff, as this is an issue of huge public concern where innocents died. 

Also, the issue of negligent and irresponsible family planning drives and methods must also 
be revealed to the public. Female sterilisation is all the more complex and undesirable when 
compared to male sterelisation. By the true report people will learn about the inherent 
complexities. 

In the interest of larger good and taking the responsibility of the mishap which happened 
under my officership, I would go ahead with quoting the truth. Law will take its course. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.downtoearth.org.in/content/operation-cover

